
Work smarter. 
Improve outcomes.



“eSource Wizard is easy to use and the savings speak volumes. 
eSource Wizard delivers exceptional value to our business.”

Chris Stuart, G1 Group

• triSaaS develops software solutions that 
save organisations time and money by 
improving efficiencies that enable teams to 
achieve better results.

• Managing director, William Gorol,  also 
founder of the wildly successful company, 
Procure Wizard (sold to Access Group in 
2018)

• Product portfolio includes:

Leading companies use eSource Wizard including:

About us



The future of 
procurement 

has arrived!

No emails or 
spreadsheets

Free training & 
support

10X faster

20X ROI 

Price reviews 
500% faster

13% savings 
on average



Modernise your RFx 
process with fast, 

user-friendly 
platform.

• Create & issue RFx/ITT in seconds

• Faster than email & spreadsheets

• Collaborate & review in real-time

• Simple to navigate & interrogate data

Introducing a new way of working



Stop using inefficient 
tools like emails and 

spreadsheets to 
manage procurement’s 

day-to-day activities.

Our ground breaking software enables 
teams to work smarter and achieve 
better results.

• Manage everything in one place

• Map existing RFx processes

• Instantly analyse supplier submissions

• Work collaboratively with suppliers

• Improve visibility & minimise risk



• Replace email supplier communication, Excel 
attachments, document exchange and manual 
version control with our easy-to-use templates.

• Customise workflows to best fit your needs and 
streamline the procurement lifecycle.

• Instantly analyse complex RFx submissions 
across multiple suppliers, including scoring and 
line items.

• Improve accuracy and empower teams to make 
informed decisions more quickly.

Define & manage your RFx process



Manage the process in one platform

Our system guides you through each step and 
removes all the manual processes, saving time 
and reducing errors.

1. Invite suppliers
2. Analyse submissions
3. Challenge suppliers
4. Select preferred supplier(s)
5. Publish round 2, 3…
6. Analyse submissions
7. Challenge suppliers
8. Best and final submissions
9. Award



• Enable seamless collaboration and 
communication between your teams and 
suppliers. 

• One centralised portal allows users to invite 
suppliers and respond with the click of a 
button, instantly analyse data and stay up to 
date on where things are in the process. 

• No more email threads and sorting through 
complex spreadsheets or version control.

• Logs communication and edits in real-time 
throughout the RFx lifecycle.

Collaboration & Communication



Transparency & Control

• Streamline RFx processes and supplier 
communications by managing all interactions 
within one centralised location.

• Empower teams to strengthen processes and 
protect the interests of the company whilst 
providing complete visibility for better 
decision making.



Real-time analytics and reports instantly display 
results. 

Bid Analysis & Evaluation
• Scoring supplier responses is automated to give a 

unbiased view of vendor submissions. 
• Each vendor score can be independently analysed and 

compared against the system score.
• Automatically analyses all supplier bids to create a data-

rich table of management information that removes the 
need for Excel spreadsheets.

Document Exchange
• Vendors can easily answer PQQs online, download 

attachments and upload supporting information.

Smart data at your fingertips



Immediate benefits

✓ Improve operational efficiencies and ensure teams 
are compliant with automated processes

✓ Change the behaviour of suppliers with eSource 
platform that significantly improves the quality of 
their data and pricing.

✓ Manage communications, publication, supplier 
responses and evaluation more effectively to make 
better business decisions.

✓ Provide real-time visibility and transparency to all 
parties involved in the RFx process.

✓ Save time and money – run more RFxs in less time 
and achieve better outcomes.

Run RFx 10X faster
13% cost savings

£0 training & support


